Laser Hair Removal
Good skin days are based in West Yorkshire and they are providing laser hair
removal with New Year offers. The laser hair removal technology works by
moving laser light through the upper layer of the skin and enters the follicles of hair.
The pigment of hairs get heated up by the laser energy that immobilizes the hair
follicles.
There are two classes of medical laser treatment. One system is called Alexandrite
which is perfect for people having lighter complexion. The other system is Nd: YAG
which is used for treating people having darker tones especially people of AfroCaribbean and Asian origin. The laser energy is delivered at the deepest level and this
system ensures that the melanin of the skin does not get heated and injured. This
registered medical clinic has an experience of 22 years in the laser department. The
staff present here are highly intellectual and knowledgeable who always deliver a
sincere attitude.
The first consultation charge is free of cost and it extends maximum for 30 minutes.
It gives an opportunity to converse with the trained experts who gives a brief on the
number of treatments required along with the possible price list. The queries of the
customers get solved and instead they get a proper solution. First of all, some
conceptions need to get cleared. Our hair grows generally in 3 segments namely
catagen, telogen and anagen. Anagen is the growing segment while catagen and
telogen is in the resting segment. As anagen is active, this segment needs to be
treated with laser hair removal method. Hair is disabled in this segment. If regrowth occurs then also it would be lighter and thinner. The treatments depend on
the thickness and growth of the hair.
Whatever we do and wherever we go, it is our face that reflects our disposition.
Whether it is happiness or sadness our face acts as a mirror. So if our face has tufts of
surplus hair, it feels quite odd especially in women. This unwanted growth of hair
happens due to the emission of certain hormones. There are other hair removal
creams available in the market but they can prove to be harmful to the skin leaving
behind rashes and marks.
This method of treating unwanted hair at Good Skin days could be expensive but
certainly it reduces the growth of useless hairs from our body efficiently. This process
cannot be targeted to people having tanned skin and white hair. Dermatologists have
also appreciated this method of hair removal namely, the laser hair removal
technology.

